Abstruct-Recently, Cohen has proposed a construction for joint distributions of arbitrary physical quantities, in direct generalization of joint time-frequency representations. Actually, this method encompasses two approaches: one based on operator correspondences and one based on weighting kernels. The literature has emphasized the kernel method due to its ease of analysis; however, its simplicity comes at a price. In this letter, we use a simple example to demonstrate that the kernel method cannot generate all possible bilinear joint dqributions. Our results suggest that the relationship between the operator method and the kernel method merits closer scrutiny.
I. INTRODUCTION Y representing signals in terms of several physical quanti-
B ties simultaneously, joint distribution functions can reveal signal features that remain hidden from other methods of analysis. Distributions measuring joint time-frequency content, such as the Wigner distribution and the spectrogram from Cohen's class [l] , [2] , have a long history and continue to play an important role in nonstationary signal analysis.
More recently, distributions measuring joint time-scale [31, [4] , scale-hyperbolic time [4] - [7] , and warped time-frequency and warped time-scale [8] , [9] content have been proposed for measuring quantities other than time-frequency .
With this proliferation of new distribution classes, it seems natural to search for general methods for generating all possible joint distributions. In the most successful effort to date, Cohen has extended the formulation of his class of timefrequency distributions to arbitrary variables [2], [ 101. When interpreted appropriately, this method is quite general; however, it does have some heretofore undocumented limitations. In this note, we focus on one of them. We begin with a brief review of the general method.
COHEN'S KERNEL METHOD
The roots of joint distribution theory lie in quantum mechanics, where physical quantities are associated with operators on a Hilbert space (see [2] for more details).
The distribution of a single physical quantity is easily de- 
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107&9908/96$05.00 0 1996 IEEE operator eJ2r(cuA+PB) in the characteristic function of (2) can be evaluated in many ways to obtain different distributions that satisfy the same marginals. The three simplest evaluation or correspondence rules are the following [l] , [2]: the Weyl correspondence eJ2r(cuA+PB), where the sum A+B is exponentiated ensemble, the normal correspondence ejarffA e32rrpB, where A and t3 are exponentiated separately and then composed, and the antinormal correspondence eJ2nflB eJZnaA, where the order is reversed. Despite the ordering differences, every correspondence rule yields a distribution that marginalizes as in (3) and (4).
Since keeping track of all possible correspondence rules is an arduous task, Cohen has developed a simplified characteristic function method known as the kemel method [l] , [2], [lo] . This method fixes a single correspondence rule and then introduces a kernel function $(ol,p) in (2) to take care of the other possible orderings. The resulting class of bilinear distributions is given by2
where the "fixed' in the characteristic function reminds us that the correspondence rule used to evaluate the exponential re- 
Form the characteristic function As using the antinormal correspondence e32rux e~~~~~ (As)(B, Q) (s1e32*uxeJ2rQ71s)
Taking bidimensional Fourier transforms of (Ns) (I9 ) 0 ) and (As)(B, 0) with respect to 0 and 0 yields corresponding The foundation of the kemel method rests on the assumption that (Ns)(B, c) and (As)(@, 0 ) are equivalent up to weighting by a simple signal-independent kernel function (As)(Q,a) = 4(Q,Q) (Ns)(Q,a) 'ds.
Equivalently, the quotient As/Ns must be constant and signal independent (7) Now, consider two rectangular pulse signals: SI (x) = 1 for , F2) , for example).
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS Although it plays a deservedly dominant role in the theory of joint distributions of arbitrary variables, the kernel method does have its limitations. Our counterexample demonstrates that in general, the functional relationship between different correspondence rules cannot be captured by a simple kernel weighting.
Our results indicate that in order to realize the full potential of the characteristic function method, we must either develop a more complete theory for signal-dependent and nonstationary kernels (as foreshadowed by Cohen [l] , [2]) or forgo kernels entirely and work directly with the operator representations and correspondences themselves. Given the difficulty of both of these solutions, we may well ask for which operator pairs is this complicated machinery unnecessary; that is, for which ooerator oairs is the kernel method sufficient? Unfortunately, the answeir turns out to be not many. In 
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